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for Distributed Energy Resources
Jesus E. Contreras-Ocan˜a, Yize Chen, Uzma Siddiqi, and Baosen Zhang
Abstract—Distributed energy resources (DERs) can serve as
non-wire alternatives (NWAs) to capacity expansion by managing
peak load to avoid or delay traditional expansion projects.
However, the value stream derived from using DERs as NWAs is
usually not explicitly included in DER planning problems. In this
paper, we study a planning problem that co-optimizes investment
and operation of DERs and the timing of capacity expansion. By
including the timing of capacity expansion as a decision variable,
we naturally incorporate NWA value stream of DERs into the
planning problem. Furthermore, we show that even though the
resulting optimization problem could have millions of variables
and is non-convex, an optimal solution can be found by solving
a series of smaller linear problems. Finally, we present a NWAs
planning problem using real data from the Seattle Campus of
the University of Washington.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power systems are typically designed for the peak load,
which happens a small number of hours per year. When the
load reaches capacity, the traditional solution is to expand
generation capacity, install more wires, or reinforce existing
ones [1], [2]. While decades of experience makes this conven-
tional or “wires” solution reliable and safe, it often carries high
capital costs, can face public opposition, and experience time-
consuming legal issues (e.g., eminent domain questions) [3].
Lately, regulators have pushed system planners to consider
distributed energy resources (DERs), network management,
grid optimization, dynamic pricing, and data analytics as
alternative methods to the “wires” solution. For example, the
I-5 corridor project in the Pacific Northwest of the United
States [4] explores alternatives to transmission capacity and
the Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management Program in New
York [5] focuses on distribution-level capacity issues. In the
planning community, DER-based approaches to long-term
planning problems are often referred to as non-wire alterna-
tives (NWAs). The basic premise is that NWAs can manage
the load shape and peak to avoid or at least delay the need for
capacity expansion.
Economically, the reason for deferring is the time-value of
money, which states that a dollar spent now is (typically) more
valuable than a dollar spent later [6]. Policy-wise, the benefits
of delaying capital-intensive projects are reducing the risk of
the expected load not materializing and avoiding politically
unpopular projects [3]. In this paper, we focus on the economic
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question and ask: is delaying traditional expansion investments
worth the costs of NWAs?
The answer to the aforementioned question is non-trivial.
For one, the cost and benefits of NWAs are not only a function
of their installed capacities but also of their operations. For
instance, the benefits delivered by an energy storage (ES)
system may include peak load reduction, load shifting to low-
price hours, and reserve provision. All of these benefits depend
on how the ES system is charged and discharged, i.e., how
it is operated. Thus, one must co-optimize the investment
and operation of NWAs. This co-optimization can lead to a
large and computationally difficult problem, especially if we
consider uncertainty from renewable energy resources. Fur-
thermore, considering the time-value of delaying investments
introduces non-linearities that result in a non-convex problem
even when integer variables are not present.
Explicitly considering DERs as alternatives to capacity
expansion incorporates a typically overlooked value stream to
DER projects. Previous works have pointed out that delaying
or avoiding capacity expansion could account for a large share
of the benefits derived from DER projects (e.g., 20% to 50%
for the case in [7]). Thus, accounting for this value stream can
push a DER project from “the red” into economic viability.
In this work, we restrict our analysis to DERs as NWAs.
Non-capacity related technologies such as network manage-
ment, grid optimization, data analytics, dynamic pricing, and
others are outside the scope of this paper. As shown by [8],
network reconfiguration techniques in a high distributed gen-
eration (DG)-context can serve as substitutes to network rein-
forcement. The results in [8] suggests that network reconfig-
uration techniques, DERs, and traditional capacity expansion
likely exhibit complex interactions. Considering these three
elements is an interesting route for future research.
Here, we make the following contributions:
1) A formulation of the NWAs planning problem that deter-
mines i) the investment, ii) the operation of NWAs and iii)
the timing of the capacity expansion. We manage load,
solar generation, and energy efficiency (EE) performance
uncertainty via robust optimization [9], [10]. Our formu-
lation explicitly includes the value of expansion delay in
the objective of the problem and as an additional revenue
stream for DERs.
2) Tractable algorithms for the NWAs planning problem.
Modeling decades-long operation of NWAs can lead the
problem to have a number of variables on the order of
millions, although smaller approximations of the problem
are possible (e.g., using representative days as in [11],
[12]). Furthermore, the variables and constraints that
2model the timing of capacity expansion introduce non-
convexities. We present two solution techniques. The
first technique uses the Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition
Algorithm (DWDA). We deal with the scale of the NWAs
planning problem by decomposing it into smaller sub-
problems. The non-convexities end up confined to a small
master problem (in the order of tens to hundreds of
variables) which we decompose into a small number of
linear programs. In the second technique, we fix the time
of capacity expansion to eliminate the problem’s non-
convexities. We sequentially solve the convex problem
one time for each year in the optimization horizon and
pick the best solution.
3) A case study where NWAs may be used to defer substa-
tion and feeder upgrades at the University of Washington
(UW) Seattle Campus using real data. We estimate the
performance of the NWAs planning solution via Monte
Carlo simulations.
The idea of delaying infrastructure investment by curbing
load was first introduced in [13] where the authors quantify
the effects of load reduction on avoided infrastructure costs.
However, [13] does not find the optimal amount of reduction or
the appropriate technologies to do so. Similarly, the authors
of [14] and [15] quantify the value of expansion delays by
explicitly modeling DG as the mechanism to reduce net load.
However, they neither address the problem of finding optimal
DG investment nor consider other types of DERs. In [16],
the authors determine optimal investments in DG considering
the value of network investment deferral. However, their
non-linear mixed-integer formulation is intractable for large
systems. In contrast, we consider a broader set of NWAs
and tackle the problem by solving a series of smaller convex
problems.
Beyond the above-cited works, there is relatively little
literature on holistic DER planning. Most consider a narrow
definition of the term DER that only includes DG, e.g., [17],
[18], or only ES and demand response (DR) [19]. Instead,
we consider a generic definition of DERs. Furthermore, while
the typical value streams of DERs include peak, energy, and
greenhouse gas reduction [2], [20]. In this paper, we explicitly
consider the value of delaying capacity expansion.
Every model faces a dilemma: accuracy vs. solvability. On
the one hand, an accurate model may be too complicated for
the available computational resources. On the other hand, an
overly simplistic model may not sufficiently reflect reality.
In the context of DER planning, this trade-off is pointed
out in [21]. A common technique to modulate the accuracy
and solvability of a DER planning model is to modify the
number of time-steps in the modeling horizon. Some change
the number of representative days in a year or month (e.g.,
in [11], [12]) or modify the time step resolution (e.g., 4 hours
per time step [22] or a year per time step [23], [24]). While the
relatively coarse time step resolutions in [11], [12], [22], [23],
[24] may be appropriate for their specific studies, there are two
issues with the approach. First, the practitioner needs to know
“how coarse is too coarse” and/or how to select representative
days. Second, one may want to consider DER technologies
whose modeling require high time-step resolutions1.
We avoid grappling with the accuracy vs. solvability
dilemma by adopting a relatively high-resolution time step (1
hour over a 20-year horizon in our case study) and achiev-
ing solvability by decomposing the problem. We take this
approach for a couple of reasons. The first is that we attempt
to develop a method that applies to a wide range of current
and future DER technologies. As mentioned previously using
high time resolutions is crucial for technologies like ES and
DR. The second reason for modeling the planning horizon
using high-resolution time steps is that we avoid the expertise
needed to implement reduction and simplification techniques.
Thus, we avoid the need of additional algorithms that select
“representative” days, months, or weeks as done in works
like [11], [12].
In addition to being sufficiently accurate and solvable,
implementation of a model must be practical. That is, the
economic, time, and human costs of implementation and data
collection must be reasonable. In our case, practicality means
that our method demands a reasonable amount of engineering
knowledge, data quality, computing power, and other relevant
resources from the practitioner (e.g., a utility). While the
method presented in this paper is mathematically complex
by traditional utility’s standards, in the mathematical model
would run in the background in commercial deployments of
our method. The end user would not necessarily need to make
“under-the-hood” changes to the math behind our model. We
believe that most utilities in North America can utilize our
method with reasonable to little additions to the engineering
skills and computational resources that they already possess in
their planning departments. In fact, some leading utilities are
already experienced in NWAs planning and posses a skilled
workforce and resources to easily implement our method.
Regarding input data, our method does not require any data
in addition to the one required in more conventional DER
planning methods.
This paper differs and adds to our previous work published
in [27] in the following ways.
• We now consider uncertainty and present a robust formu-
lation to manage it.
• Furthermore, we adopt the scenario generation approach
presented in [28] to produce the load profiles used to
formulate the robust NWAs planning problem.
• We provide a probabilistic assessment of the solution to
the NWAs using Monte Carlo simulations.
• We improve the solution techniques and provide results
on computational performance.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II states the
capacity expansion problem and formulates it as an optimiza-
tion problem. Section III formulates a generic NWA model
and four specific technologies: EE, PV, DR, and ES. Sec-
tion IV describes the NWAs planning problem and uncertainty
modeling. Section V provides two solution techniques for the
1For instance, relatively high time-step resolutions are needed to adequately
capture inter-temporal dynamics relevant to ES operation, as tacitly noted
in [25]. DR is another technology that requires relative high time-step
resolution for realistic, efficient, and reliable modeling and operation [26].
3planning problem. Section VI presents a case study of load-
growth and NWAs at the UW. Section VII concludes the paper
and provides suggestion for future research.
II. THE CAPACITY EXPANSION PROBLEM
System planners typically like to expand capacity at the
latest2 possible time that meets the expected load growth [29].
The main economic reason to delay capacity expansion is the
time-value of money: we would like to spend a dollar later
rather than now. Let lpa denote expected peak load
3 during
year a and the pre-expansion capacity as l. The vector of
expected peaks in the planning horizon is denoted as lp.
After expansion, we assume that any reasonable load can be
accommodated during the planning horizon. Then, the decision
rule for choosing a year to expand capacity is
CapEx(lp) = δ | lpδ+1 > l, l
p
a ≤ l ∀ a ≤ δ. (1)
The decision rule CapEx states that the planner expands
capacity at a future year δ, immediately before the limit l
is first reached by the load. In practice, an expansion project
for year a should be be started with enough cushion time to
account for implementation uncertainty and delays.
In practice, systems have different types of capacity limits
such as transient, steady-state, and/or security-induced limits
(e.g., the N-1 security criterion). In this paper, we ignore
transients and focus on the steady-state capacity limit that
meets security requirements. Additionally, we sidestep non-
capacity technical questions such as voltage stability [30] and
neglect the losses in the system.
Furthermore, we analyze capacity expansion at a single
point in a distribution system (e.g., a feeder or substation) and
assume that the downstream network is not congested. Conse-
quently, the problem of determining the network placement of
each NWA is outside the scope of this work. Nevertheless, we
acknowledge the importance of the NWAs placement problem
as it has an important influence on the economic viability
of a DER project [31]. We believe that these are reasonable
assumptions because:
1) We envision the proposed framework to be among the
initial stages of a NWAs project and is therefore mainly
focused on capacity. Phenomena such as voltage stability
are of definite importance in system operations, but these
can be addressed after an expansion plan is decided (e.g.,
by using DERs to provide voltage support [32], voltage
regulators and/or, capacitor banks [30]). However, a ca-
pacity shortage is harder to be addressed afterward and
must be considered in the early planning stages. Losses
impact the economics of the system, but is secondary
during the capacity planning stage [33].
2) Since most distribution systems are (approximately) ra-
dial [34], if a point in the downstream network is con-
gested, the framework proposed in this paper can be
2In practice, planners act with a lead or cushion time to account for
implementation uncertainties and delays.
3The expected peak load lp is typically forecasted using a variety of inputs
such as population and economic growth projections, planned construction
projects, weather forecasts, etc [1].
applied to the subnetwork. Furthermore, because NWAs
tend to reduce net peak demand (e.g., PV and EE offset
load while DR and ES by shifting peak load), congestion
is less likely than in a scenario where NWAs are not
present.
Let I denote the inflation-adjusted cost of capacity expan-
sion. Here, we assume that the inflation-adjusted cost of ca-
pacity expansion is constant throughout the planning horizon.
Then, if system capacity is expanded at year CapEx(lp), the
present cost of the investment is
I˜(lp) =
I
(1 + ρ)
CapEx(lp)
(2)
where ρ is the annual discount rate, a positive quantity closely
related to the interest rate [1], [6].
Our goal would be to minimize I˜(lp) via the variable
CapEx(lp). However, since CapEx(lp) itself is given by a
decision rule in (1), it is more convenient to write the present
cost I˜(lp) as an minimization problem. Let the planning
horizon be denoted as A. For example, A = {1, 2, . . . , 20} is
a 20 year planning horizon. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The function I˜ from (2) can be reformulated as
the optimization problem
I˜(lp) = min
δ
I
(1 + ρ)δ
(3a)
s.t. 0 ≤ δ ≤ |A| (3b)
lpa ≤ l ∀ a < δ. (3c)
The reformulation of I˜ allows us to embedded it in an op-
timization problem without the need of including conditionals
in (1). The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A.
Note that for any given set of yearly peak loads lp, (3) is
convex. However, if we treat the peak load as a function of
NWAs operation, and therefore as an optimization variable, (3)
becomes non-convex.
While it is unfortunate that (3) is non-convex in lp, Sec-
tion V shows how to handle its non-convexities by solving
at most |A| small-scale linear problems. This is because the
length of the planning horizon, |A|, is in the order tens of
years. These small problems can be reliably solved using
off-the-shelf solvers (e.g., Gurobi). In the next section, we
introduce the generic model of an NWA and instantiate it.
III. NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES
Let the index i denote a NWA technology. A generic NWA
is characterized by six elements:
1) investment (or sizing) decision variables φi, for example,
the energy capacity of an ES system;
2) operating decision variables xi, for example, ES hourly
charging and discharging decisions;
3) a set of feasible investment decisions Φi, for example,
the set of ES systems that physically fit in a site;
4) a set of feasible operating regimes X i(φi), for example,
the set of hourly charging and discharging decisions that
comply with charge, discharge, and state-of-charge limits;
5) a set of functions lia,t(xi) that map operating decisions
onto load at time t of year a, for example, for an ES
4Table I
NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION III
Sets
A Set of years in the planning horizon, indexed by a
BEE Number of EE segments, indexed by b
N Set of NWA technologies, indexed by i
T Set of operating intervals in one year, indexed by t
X i Set of feasible operating regimes of NWA i
Φi Set of feasible investment decisions of NWA i
Decision variables
ca,t/da,t ES charge/discharge at a, t (MW)
gPVa,t PV generation at a, t (MW)
gPVCAP PV installed capacity (MW)
INWi Investment cost of NWA i ($)
I˜NWi Present cost of capacity expansion ($)
lia,t / la,t Load of NWA i / total load at a, t (MW)
lpa Peak load during year a (MW)
ra,tCAP Load reduction at a, t from DR deployment (MW)
rDRCAP Capacity of DR-enabled load (MW)
rEEa,t Load reduction from EE at a, t (MW)
sa,t ES state-of-charge at a, t (MWh)
smaxa
ES capacity at year a (MWh)
Note: smax0 is the initial capacity
xi Operating decision variables of NWA i
ǫEE
b
Percentage load reduction of EE segment b (%)
φi Investment decision variables of NWA i
Parameters
CEE
b
Cost of segment b EE
(
$
%
)
CES/CDR ES/DR cost
(
$
MW
)
CPV PV cost
(
$
MW
)
gPVCAP Maximum PV installed capacity (MW)
lba,t Base load at a, t (MW)
smax0 Maximum ES capacity t (MWh)
αDR DR rebound coefficient
αEPR Energy-to-power ratio of the ES system
αEEa,t Accuracy of projected load reduction at a, t (%)
αPVa,t Per-unit PV generation at a, t (%)
βESD ES degradation coefficient
(
MWh
MW
)
∆t Length of operating time interval (hours)
ǫEE
b
Size of EE segment b (%)
ηc/ηd ES charge/discharge efficiency
system at time a, t the load is defined as charge minus
discharge; and
6) an investment cost function INWi (φi), for example, the
investment cost of an ES system is the energy capacity
times the per-kWh cost of storage.
While investment decisions are made once (or at most a
few times) in a planning horizon, operating decisions are made
frequently. In this paper, the operating decision time intervals
length is ∆t hours and T denotes the set of operating intervals
in one year.
It is worth noting that our framework allows for the con-
sideration of NWAs that are installed in the future. This is
especially important since DERs are expected to have signif-
icant technology and cost-related developments. For instance,
it is possible to consider installing an ES system in during
year a with future technology and cost characteristics. To do
so, one would consider an ES technology that starts operating
at year a and whose cost is time-value adjusted.
We assume that Φi and X i(φi) are convex, I
NW
i (φi) is a
convex function, and that the functions lia,t(xi) are linear in xi.
While these assumptions restrict the complex reality of NWAs
to simpler models, they provide computational tractability in
an optimization context. The restrictions and computational
benefits implied by the aforementioned assumptions are ac-
cepted and widely utilized in the academic literature and by
practitioners, e.g., in [29], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40],
[41], [42]. Now, we describe each of the six elements that
characterize a NWA for the four technologies that we consider
in this paper: EE, PV, DR, and ES.
Energy efficiency (EE): For EE, the investment decision
is to choose a percentage base load reduction that translates
into a rEEa,t reduction at every time period. We model the
investment cost, INWEE , as a convex piece-wise linear function
of load reduction [43]. The slope of each of the BEE segments,
CEEb , represents the marginal cost of load reduction. The six
parameters that define EE as a NWA are
φEE =
{
ǫEEb
}
b=1,...,BEE
, xEE = {r
EE
a,t }a∈A, t∈T ,
ΦEE=
{
ǫEEb | ǫ
EE
b ∈
[
0, ǫEEb
]
∀ b = 1 . . . , BEE
}
,
XEE(φEE)=

rEEa,t |rEEa,t = αEEa,t · lb0,t ·
BEE∑
b=1
ǫEEb ∀a ∈A, t ∈ T

 ,
lEEa,t (xEE) = −r
EE
a,t , I
NW
EE (φEE) =
BEE∑
b=1
CEEb · ǫ
EE
b ,
where ǫEEb is the projected percentage reduction for each
piece-wise linear segment of INWEE , ǫ
EE
b is the size of each
segment, and lbase0,t is the base load (i.e., the pre-EE load).
The parameter αEEa,t represents accuracy the projected load
reduction. For instance, αEEa,t = 1 represents no error while
αEEa,t = 0.9 represents a 10% underestimation.
Note that more complex models of EE are allowed within
our framework. For instance, each EE reduction segment b
could be associated with a load type (e.g., a segment dedicated
to heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and a
segment dedicated to artificial lighting) and specific costs (e.g.,
HVAC retrofit costs and costs of upgrading artificial lighting to
5LEDs). Thus, implementing an HVAC retrofit would translate
into a load reduction during time periods where HVAC is in
use. Similarly, upgrading artificial lighting to LEDs would
translate into a load reduction during time periods when
artificial lighting is in use.
Solar photovoltaic generation (PV): The PV investment
decision is the installed capacity gPVCAP. The solar energy gen-
eration at time t, a is gPVa,t = α
PV
a,t · g
PV
CAP where α
PV
a,t ∈ [0, 1]
is solar generation per unit of PV installed capacity and is
related to solar irradiation. For instance, at night, when solar
irradiation is zero, αPVa,t = 0 and when PV system outputs its
full capacity, αPVa,t = 1. The parameters that define solar PV
as a NWA are
φPV = g
PV
CAP, xPV = {g
PV
a,t }a∈A, t∈T ,
ΦPV =
{
gPVCAP | g
PV
CAP ∈
[
0, gPVCAP
]}
,
XPV (φPV) = {g
PV
a,t | g
PV
a,t = α
PV
a,t · g
PV
CAP ∀ a ∈A, t ∈ T },
lPVa,t (xPV) = −g
PV
a,t , I
NW
PV (φPV) = C
PV · gPVCAP,
where CPV is the per-unit PV capacity cost and gPVCAP is the
PV capacity limit.
Demand response (DR): We consider investments in DR
communication and control infrastructure that enable shifting
a portion of the load. The investment decision is the amount
DR-enabled load rDRCAP which limits the demand reduction r
DR
a,t
deployed during year a, operating period t. A load reduction
rDRa,t causes a demand rebound of α
DR · rDRa,t during time
period t + 1. The coefficient αDR is a number ≥ 1 and is
related to efficiency losses caused by DR deployment [44].
More sophisticated rebound models such as the ones in [44]
are admissible in our framework. The parameters that define
DR are
φDR = r
DR
CAP, xDR = {r
DR
a,t }a∈A, t∈T ,
ΦDR =
{
rDRCAP | r
DR
CAP ∈
[
0, rDRCAP
]}
,
XDR (φDR) = {r
DR
a,t |r
DR
a,t ∈
[
0, rDRCAP
]
∀ a ∈ A, t ∈ T },
lDRa,t (xDR) = α
DR · rDRa,t−1 − r
DR
a,t , I
NW
DR (φDR) = C
DR · rDRCAP,
where CDR is the per-unit cost of DR. In our work, we
ignore binary variables that arise from fixed DR or customer
enrollment costs.
In practice, DR-enabled load is limited by a number of
technical, regulatory, and human factors. We summarize these
limitations by limiting DR installed capacity to rDRCAP. It is
important to note that the model could be refined if the planner
possesses better knowledge of the DR capabilities of the load.
Lithium-ion energy storage: The ES investment decision
is the initial (e.g., name-plate capacity) energy capacity smax0
of the storage system. The operating variables are the charge
ca,t, discharge da,t and the state-of-charge sa,t. In addition, we
consider energy capacity as an operating variable since smaxa
may be different than smax0 because we model battery degrada-
tion. The feasible operating region of the ES system is defined
by (4c)-(4f) and include the usual charge, discharge, and state-
of-charge limits [45]. An important aspect of chemistry-based
ES that should be taken into account in planning algorithms
is that its lifetime is related to its operation. As expressed
in Eq. (4e), the storage capacity degrades by βESD per-unit
charge/discharge [45]. Our approach to degradation modeling
is in line with the methods used in [46], [47]. The parameters
that define ES are
φES = s
max
0 , xES = {ca,t, da,t, sa,t, s
max
a }a∈A, t∈T , (4a)
ΦES = {s
max
0 | s
max
0 ∈ [0, s
max
0 ]} , (4b)
XES (φES) =
{
ca,t, da,t, sa,t, s
max
a | (4c)
sa,t+1 = sa,t +∆t ·
(
ηc · ca,t −
da,t
ηd
)
∀ a ∈ A, t ∈ T ,
(4d)
smaxa = s
max
0 − β
ESD ·
a−1∑
k=1
∑
t∈T
(ck,t + dk,t) ∀ a ∈ A, (4e)
sa,t ∈ [0, s
max
a ] , ca,t, da,t ∈
[
0,
smax
αEPR
]
∀ a ∈A, t ∈ T
}
,
(4f)
lESa,t(xES) = ca,t − da,t, I
NW
ES (φES) = C
ES · smax0 , (4g)
where ηc (ηd) is the charge (discharge) efficiency, α
EPR is the
energy-to-power ratio of the ES system, and CES is the dollar
per-unit energy cost of ES capacity. We consider investments
in lithium-ion ES because of their ubiquity although other
chemistries are compatible with our framework.
In our work, we model the investment cost of each NWA as
a linear function of installed capacity. In practice, investment
costs functions depend on a multiplicity of factors and are not
necessarily linear. Some components of the investment cost
that are not necessarily linear to capacity depend on labor,
permitting, overhead, and inverter costs [48]. However, we
believe that adopting a linear investment cost function is an
appropriate simplification that help keeps the problem compu-
tationally manageable. Similar investment cost functions are
widely adopted in the literature, e.g., in [38], [39], [40], [41].
Our framework allows for other NWAs to be included, for
example, electric vehicles, a diverse range of ES technologies,
dispatchable DG, etc. In this paper, we limit our consideration
to the four technologies described above (EE, PV, DR, ES)
because they are the most mature, do not produce carbon
emissions, and readily deployable in an urban environment,
which fits our case study about the UW.
The capacity expansion problem in a NWAs context
Let the total load including a set N of NWAs be denoted by
la,t(x) = l
b
a,t+
∑
i∈N l
i
a,t(xi) where x = {xi}i∈N . Then, the
yearly peak load as a function of NWA operation is lpa(x) =
maxt∈T {la,t(x)} where x denote the operating decisions of
all the NWAs.
The only decision in the traditional capacity expansion
problem is the time of capacity expansion. With NWAs,
however, the present cost of expansion
I˜(lp(x)) (5)
is a function of the NWAs operation and gives the planner
the opportunity to invest in and operate a set of NWAs
that minimizes (5). However, a good plan should consider
6additional NWAs costs and benefits (e.g., demand charge
reductions, DR rebound costs, etc.). In the next section, we
present a holistic NWAs planning problem that decides the
investment and operation of NWAs, and the time of capacity
expansion.
IV. THE NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES PLANNING PROBLEM
A. Deterministic formulation
The NWAs planning problem
min
φi∈Φi
xi∈X i(φi)
{∑
i∈N
[
COi (xi)+I
NW
i (φi)
]
+CD(lp(x))+I˜(lp(x))
}
(6)
minimizes NWA operating costs (e.g., fuel costs), NWA in-
vestment costs, peak load-related costs (e.g., peak-demand
charge), the present cost of capacity expansion and maximizes
operating benefits (e.g., ES shifting load to low-cost hours or
remuneration for services to the market). The NWA operating
costs and benefits are expressed by COi (xi) and include, if
applicable, secondary value streams such as revenue from
providing reserves, frequency regulation, or backup capacity.
The investment costs for NWA i are denoted by INWi (φi) and
peak load-related costs by CD(lp(x)). The objective of (6) is
subject to investment and operating constraints of each NWA.
Notice that the formulation of (6) co-optimizes a number
of DER costs, benefits, and secondary value streams. As
suggested by Shi et al. in [35] co-optimizing services can
deliver superlinear benefits, i.e., the total co-optimized benefits
are larger than the sum of individually-optimized benefits.
The co-optimization approach stands in contrast to partitioning
approaches such as the one proposed by Gantz et al. in [37]
where a portion of the DER (ES in their particular case)
capacity is reserved for each service.
It is worth noting that we assume that a single stakeholders
(e.g., the customer) is responsible for all the costs in (6). Or
equivalently, we assume that, in the case of multiple stake-
holders, all parties are interested in the lowest-cost solution4.
From (2), I˜ contains the condition-based function CapEx
which makes incorporating I˜ in large-scale optimization prob-
lems difficult and Problem (6) intractable. Using Lemma 1,
Theorem 1 shows a more convenient formulation of the
planning problem.
Theorem 1. Problem (6) is equivalent to
min
xi, φi, δ
lp={lpa}a∈A
∑
i∈N
[
COi (xi) + I
NW
i (φi)
]
+ CD(lp) +
I
(1 + ρ)δ
(7a)
s.t.φi ∈ Φi ∀ i ∈N (7b)
xi ∈ X i(φi) ∀ i ∈N (7c)
lba,t +
∑
i∈N
lia,t(xi) ≤ l
p
a ∀ a ∈ A, t ∈ T (7d)
lpa ≤ l ∀ a < δ (7e)
0 ≤ δ ≤ |A|. (7f)
4In practice, there might be conflicting interests among stakeholders. We
believe that even in such cases, the least-cost solution is of interest (e.g., for
benchmarking). Treating conflicting interests is beyond the scope of our work.
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Figure 1. Twenty weekly load profiles produced via the GANs-based scenario
generation technique proposed in [28].
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix B. The
objective of (7) is convex because we assume that COi (xi),
INWi (φi) and C
D(lp) are convex, and I
(1+ρ)δ
is also convex.
Constraint (7e), however, introduces non-convexities to the
feasible solution space. Section V shows how we decom-
pose (7) and deal with the large-scale and non-convex nature
of the problem. In the rest of this section, we show how to
treat uncertainties in the planning problem.
B. Uncertainty modeling
We consider three major sources of uncertainty: solar irra-
diation (αPVa,t ), base load (l
b
a,t), and projected load reduction
from EE measures (αEEa,t ). We formulate the NWAs planning
problem as a robust problem for three main reasons. First, it is
less computationally-intensive than its stochastic counterpart.
Second, it does not require forecasting the density functions
of the uncertain parameters5 [9], [10]. Lastly and perhaps
most importantly, utility planning practices typically focus
on worst-case realizations. Thus, a robust approach to NWAs
planning is likely more attractive to electric utilities. We direct
the interested reader to Appendix C for details on the robust
formulation.
Although our robust formulation does not need scenarios
of the uncertain parameters, we use them for two reasons.
First, the scenarios allow us to estimate the maximum and
minimum values of the uncertain parameters that are required
to formulate the robust problem. And second, it allows us to
evaluate the performance of the NWAs planning solution (e.g.,
via Monte Carlo simulation as in the case study in this paper).
We adopt the scenario generation technique introduced
in [28] to produce load profile and solar irradiation sce-
narios. The technique relies on Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), a machine learning-based generative
model [49]. We base the GANs on a game theory setup
between two deep neural networks, the generator and the
discriminator. The generator transforms input from a known
distribution PZ (e.g., Gaussian) to an output distribution PG.
On the other hand, the discriminator discerns historical data
PX from the output distribution PG.
In the case study, we use UW campus load data and
solar data from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
5We only need to estimate the maximum and minimum possible values.
7(NREL) [50] to build the known distribution PZ . Fig. 1
showcases twenty weekly load profiles generated via the
GANs-based scenario generation technique.
C. Interpreting the NWAs planning problem solution
Our NWAs planning problem produces recommendations
of optimal NWA capacity φ∗i and the timing of capacity
expansion δ∗. Naturally, the planner should re-evaluate the
plan before implementation if conditions change. For instance,
if the solution to the planning problem suggests that capacity
should be expanded in 10 years, the planner should re-evaluate
the plan before implementation, e.g., in 8 or 9 years. Similarly,
if the plan suggests installing a NWA sometime in the future,
the planner should re-evaluate using new data and conditions
before implementation.
Additionally, the proposed method produces optimal operat-
ing decisions x∗i . Their main purpose is to account for NWAs
operational cost and benefits as these are crucial to determine
optimal NWA investments. The operating decisions x∗i are
not meant to be implemented during real-time operation.
Instead, the NWAs real-time operating strategy should be
formulated using short-term predictions (e.g., minutes to days)
and specialized control algorithms.
V. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
The non-convexity and high-dimensionality of Problem (7)
presents computational challenges that existing solvers cannot
directly handle. Consider that for a time step length of 1 hour
and a planning horizon of 20 years, the dimensionality of the
sets X i(φi) ranges from roughly 175, 000 for the simplest
cases (e.g., solar PV or EE) to more than half a million for
the more complex ES case. Considering all four NWAs and the
robust formulation, the problem in (7) has roughly 2, 000, 000
variables and constraints. While it is possible to attempt to
“brute-force” (7) by formulating it as a mixed-integer program,
the dimensionality of the problem is likely to doom such
endeavor.
A. Technique 1: Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition for NWAs
Instead, we decompose Problem (7) into |N | subproblems
using the DWDA to handle the dimensionality issue. Each
NWA falls into a subproblem while a low-dimensional master
problem handles the demand charge and the present cost of
capacity expansion.
In our case studies, every subproblem is tractable. However,
subproblem tractability is not necessarily true for more com-
plex NWAs. However, it is possible to take advantage of the
structure of the subproblems to solve them. For example, the
investment variables φi couple operations sub-subproblems
that encompass a sufficiently small time horizon (e.g., a year
or a month). Bender’s decomposition is a suitable technique
for problems coupled by variables [51].
The master problem inherits the non-convexities of (7). We
decompose the master problem and find its solution by solving
a small number of small-scale linear programs. The details on
this decomposition technique are found in Appendix D.
B. Technique 2: sequential solving
The standard implementation of the DWDA may exhibit
slow convergence rates due to a phenomenon called the
“tailing-off effect” [52]. Fast convergence of control and
short-term planning problems is critical since the delivery of
solutions is time-sensitive. In contrast, slow convergence of a
long-term planning problem is not a big issue since long-term
plans are typically implemented months or even years later.
Nevertheless, even in long-term planning contexts, reasonable
amounts solve times are important. Therefore, we provide an
alternative solution technique that may converge faster than
the DWDA in some instances. It is worth noting that, given
enough computational resources, both techniques converge to
the same objective value.
Input: P, |A|
Output: objective value
j ← 0
while j ≤ |A| and objective value = ∅ do
if P(j) is feasible then
if j > 0 and P(j) > P(j − 1) then
objective value← P(j − 1)
end
else if j = |A| then
objective value← P(j)
end
end
else
objective value← P(j − 1)
end
j ← j + 1
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to sequentially solve the NWAs
planning problem. The function P(j) represents Problem (7)
with the variable δ = j.
Technique 2 consists on convexifying Problem (7) by fixing
the year of capacity expansion δ. We sequentially solve
Problem (7) for δ ∈ {0, . . . , |A|}. It is not necessary to solve
for δ in every year of the planning horizon. Since Problem (7)’s
objective is convex, we can stop once we find that the solution
with δ = x is larger than the solution with δ = x+ 1 or δ is
so large that a feasible solution can not be found as detailed
by Algorithm 1. While this alternative may converge faster, it
is not as scalable as the DWDA approach.
C. Practical considerations
Practitioners and intended end-users may not have the
appropriate training in optimization and mathematics to im-
plement our method. However, in commercial deployment,
the optimization and mathematical models would run in the
background. Thus, the end user does not necessarily need to
make “under-the-hood” changes to the mathematics behind
our model. We envision a commercial implementation of our
method to ask the user for major economic and technical
parameters of the system to be planned without the need to
know any kind of optimization or complex mathematics.
8Table II
NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES PARAMETERS
Parameter Value Source
Energy Efficiency
Investment cost function piece-wise linear [43]6
Demand response
Investment cost $200/kW [54]
Efficiency coefficient 1.1 modeling assumption
Energy Storage
Investment cost $250/kWh [55]
Ch./dis. efficiency 0.97/0.95 [45]
Degradation coefficient 0.028 kWh/kW [45]
Energy-to-power ratio 4 [56]
Solar photovoltaics
Investment cost $2, 000/kW [57]
Production profile - [50]
VI. CASE STUDY: NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES FOR THE
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
In this section, we study a NWAs planning problem at the
UW Seattle Campus, which expects to add 6 million square
feet of new buildings (e.g., labs, classrooms, office space)
during the next ten years [53]. The additional load from new
buildings will likely require expanding the capacity to serve
the campus.
Seattle City Light (SCL) and the UW are considering several
traditional solutions to manage the expected load increase. The
traditional solutions include building a new feeder to campus
or increasing the service voltage to sub-transmission levels.
However, these solutions are hard to implement in Seattle’s
dense urban environment and come at an estimated cost in
the order of $100 million. Moreover, there is an increasing
appetite by SCL, the Washington State government, and the
UW to explore novel approaches such as NWAs.
In this case study, we assume that the UW bears the
investment and operating costs of the NWAs and that the
cost of capacity expansion is shared by the UW and SCL.
Furthermore, we assume that both parties are interested in
achieving the least-cost solution.
A. Data
Table II summarizes the main parameters of the NWAs. We
assume that, if installed, the NWAs begin operations at year
1. The NWAs value streams considered in this case study are
energy arbitrage, peak-load reduction, and capacity expansion
delay.
We assume that the cost of substation upgrades is $100
million and adhere to a standard SCL planning horizon of 20
years [29]. We assume a yearly discount rate of 7% and SCL
tariffs for high-demand customers [58]. The N-1 pre-expansion
6Adjusted to 2017 dollars and according to the assumption that buildings
in Seattle are more energy efficient than the national average (due to Seattle
having some of the strictest energy codes in the nation).
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Figure 2. Campus peak load scenarios. Note that some scenarios feature
year-to-year peak load changes that are far from the average load growth. We
include these low-likelihood scenarios to capture worst-case scenarios.
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Figure 3. NWAs planning problem objective value as a function of Γ.
capacity limit of the substation that serves the UW campus is
60 MW, i.e., if the substation loses one feeder, it can still serve
60 MW.
We use NREL PV output data from a site near Seattle
to generate PV scenarios [50] and SCL campus load data
from the years 2011 to 2016 to generate load scenarios.
Furthermore, we incorporate SCL’s projected load growth of
1.5% to 3.5% to the scenario-generation algorithm. Fig. 2
shows the yearly peak load of each scenario.
B. Long-term planning results
The main “knob” available to tune the results of the NWAs
planning problem is the uncertainty protection level Γ (see
Appendix C for more details). In this case study, we vary
a single protection parameter Γ ∈ [0, 1] that determines
the protection level of all uncertain parameters: load, PV
generation, and EE reduction.
We interpret Γ as follows. Suppose that we expect the
load at a point in time to be within 50 ± 5 MW. Then,
with a protection level of Γ, we optimize for the worst-case
realization in the range 50 ± 5 · Γ MW. For instance, with
a protection level of 0.5, the optimization problem considers
load realizations within 50 ± 2.5 MW. With higher Γ’s, the
optimization problem considers a broader range of possibilities
and thus produce more robust solutions.
However, more robust solutions represent higher costs. As
shown in Fig. 3, higher values of Γ produce more expensive
solutions to the NWAs planning problem. The solutions are
more expensive in part because, as shown in Fig. 4, expanding
capacity earlier (at a higher present cost) produces more robust
solutions.
The level of protection also impacts the optimal mix of
NWAs. As shown in Fig. 5, the solutions for Γ = 0.5
and Γ = 1 favor technologies that, per our assumptions,
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Figure 4. Year of expansion for traditional and NWAs-base planning as a
function of the protection level Γ. Postponing a $100 million investment from
year 9 to year 14 represents savings (with Γ = 0.9) of close to $13 million.
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Figure 5. Installed NWAs capacities for three values of Γ: 0, 0.5, and 1. In
the case study, we assume that the NWAs are installed and start operation at
year 1 of the planning horizon. That is, the year of installation is not a result
of the optimization problem.
do not face uncertainty (i.e., DR and ES). Conversely, the
solution for Γ = 0 ignores risks associated with uncertain PV
production and thus favors the installation of solar PV. Higher
levels of protection can be interpreted as the optimization
assigning lower dependability to PV generation. Conversely,
lower protection levels can be interpreted as the optimization
algorithm being more “optimistic” about the dependability of
PV generation.
There are three main factors that affect the amount of PV
installed capacity suggested by the solution to the NWAs
planning problem. The first one, and as suggested previously,
is the protection level. A solution with low protection level
favor technologies that are subjected to uncertainty (in the case
of PV, solar radiation levels). The second one is the correlation
coincidence of load and solar production patterns. In a NWAs
context, a higher coincidence translates into a greater ability
of PV to offset peak load and thus mitigate the need for
capacity expansion. The third and perhaps more obvious factor
is the PV cost. Everything else equal, lower costs make PV
investments more attractive.
Notice that as shown in Fig. 5, the planning results suggest
installing both DR and ES for protection levels Γ = 0.5
and Γ = 1. While ES and DR are to some extent substitute
technologies, they are not perfect substitutes. In our model, ES
can store charge as long as needed. DR, on the other hand,
is not as flexible - it is limited to shifting load to an adjacent
time period. While the technical characteristics favor ES over
DR, DR installations are cheaper in our model: 1 kW of DR-
enabled load costs $200 while a 1 kW/4 kWh battery costs
$1000. Roughly speaking, the optimization algorithm selects
DR to shift load to adjacent time periods (since it is cheaper)
and the more expensive ES to shift load across larger periods
Figure 6. Load shed (as percentage of total load) as a function of Γ.
of time.
C. NWAs solution assessment via Monte Carlo simulations
We perform Monte Carlo simulations on the possible real-
ization of load and solar scenarios to asses the performance
of the NWAs planning solution.
Perhaps the most dreaded consequence of planning a system
without enough spare capacity, i.e., a non-robust system,
is load-shedding. Fig. 6 shows the probability density of
shedding load as a function of the protection level of the NWAs
planning problem solution. For the most part and as expected,
load shedding decreases with Γ. Note that load-shedding (also
known as energy-not-served) is only one metric of reliability.
Other metrics such as loss-of-load probability or the customer
average interruption duration index can easily be incorporated
in the proposed framework.
Load-shedding at U.S. university campuses is typically
deemed undesirable. Thus, the UW campus should plan for
NWAs with a Γ guarantees no load shedding. That is, the
planning problem should be solved with Γ ≈ 1.
However, not every load requires such a high level of
reliability. The maximum price a load would be willing to
pay not to be disconnected is known as the value of lost
load (VOLL). For instance, the study in [59] estimates that
residential loads in Northern Ireland are willing to pay up to
18e/kWh7 to avoid load disconnections.
D. How to select the level of protection?
Although the protection level Γ can be intuitively interpreted
as in Section VI-B, we believe Γ is too abstract for an ap-
propriate value to be easily determined by most practitioners.
Thus, we propose a methodology to maps a planner’s VOLL
(a concrete economic parameter) to the more abstract Γ. For
a given VOLL, we select the value of Γ that minimizes the
sum of investment costs, expected energy costs, expected peak
demand charges, and the expected cost of lost load.
For instance Fig. 7 shows the total costs for two different
VOLL. The left-hand plot shows the probability density of
the total cost for VOLL = 10/kWh and its expected value
reaches a minimum at Γ ≈ 0.6. The right-hand plot, on the
other hand, shows the probability density of the total cost for
VOLL = 50/kWh and its expected value reaches a minimum
at a Γ closer to 1. Thus, a customer whose VOLL is = 10/kWh
would plan using Γ ≈ 0.6 while a customer with a VOLL of
7In 2007 e.
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Figure 7. Total as a function of Γ for two different values of lost load.
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Figure 8. Optimal protection level as a function of VOLL. We define the
optimal protection level Γ∗ for a given VOLL as the Γ that minimizes the
expected total cost.
= 10/kWh would plan using Γ ≈ 1. We plot the value of Γ
that minimizes the expected total cost, Γ∗, as a function of
VOLL in Fig. 7. Then, one can graphically map its VOLL to
the appropriate Γ to use in the NWAs planning problem.
One might ask, why not use the VOLL and minimize the
expected total cost via stochastic optimization? That would
be a good approach except for the fact that stochastic opti-
mization is computationally more expensive than our robust
optimization approach8. Thus, the approach outlined in this
paper is friendly to limited computing resources.
E. Computational analysis
This case study was carried out in a personal computer
with 8 GB of installed memory (RAM) and running on an
Intel® Core™ i5-82500 CPU @ 1.60GHz. We implemented
the optimization problems in Julia [60] and solved them using
Gurobi 8.1.0.
8The computational cost of a stochastic optimization problem increases with
the number of scenarios. On the other hand, the size of robust optimization
problems remains constant with the number of scenarios.
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Figure 9. Gap between objective value and the optimal value as a function
of computation time with technique 1 (DWDA-based) and Γ = 1.
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Figure 10. Computation time of each iteration as a function of iteration
number with technique 1 (DWDA-based) and Γ = 1. Each iteration takes an
average of 6.44 minutes with a standard deviation of 3.71 minutes.
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Figure 11. Gap between objective value and the optimal value as a function
of computation time with technique 2 (sequential) and Γ = 1.
Fig. 9 shows the percentage gap between the objective value
of the NWAs problem and its optimal value obtained through
the proposed DWDA-based technique. After 26 hours, the best
solution (given by the last solution to the master problem)
delivers a solution that is 4.66% higher than the true optimal
value. Note that the algorithm exhibits slow convergence, a
well-documented issue known as the “tailing-off” effect. This
issue can be addressed by tackling the degeneracy of the mas-
ter problem as proposed by [61]. Improving the convergence
of the DWDA is beyond the scope of this work.
As shown in Fig. 10, the computation time of each iteration
stays, on average, constant as the algorithm iterates. There are
a couple of reasons, the first one is that the overwhelming
majority (86.5%) of the computation time is spent on the
subproblems, whose size is constant throughout the algorithm.
Only 13.5% of the computation time is devoted to solving
the master problem, whose size increases with the number
of iterations. The second reason is that, in other to eliminate
unnecessary information from the master problem, reduce its
size and solve time, we remove proposals which have been
assigned a weight of zero for at least 40 contiguous iterations.
Removing zero-weight proposals from the master problem was
suggested by Vanderbeck and Savelsbergh in [62].
Alternatively, the NWAs problem can be solved using
the proposed technique 2 (sequential solving). As shown in
Fig. 11, the optimal solution to the problem is obtained in
less than 2.5 hours. It is worth noting that while in this case
technique 2 outperforms technique 1, it is less scalable than the
DWDA-based technique. Thus, under certain circumstances
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(e.g., if considering a large number of NWAs and/or with
insufficient computational resources) implementing technique
2 may not be possible.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In long-term planning contexts, distributed energy resources
(DERs) can serve as non-wire alternatives (NWAs) to tradi-
tional capacity expansion projects (e.g., increasing the capacity
of a substation). In this paper, we formulate a NWAs planning
problem that explicitly incorporates the time-value of delaying
or avoiding traditional capacity expansion. Accounting for this
additional value stream is crucial as it can define whether a
DER project is economically viable or not.
We formulate the NWAs planning problem as a large-scale
non-convex robust optimization problem. We tackle the size of
the problem by proposing two techniques, both of which have
pros and cons. The Dantzig Wolfe Decomposition Algorithm-
based technique is scalable but can exhibit slow convergence
rates. The second technique can provide faster convergence
but has limited scalability. In practice, a utility can choose
their preferred solution method according to the problem at
hand. Additionally, we present a case study that considers solar
photovoltaic generation, energy efficiency, energy storage, and
demand response as alternatives to substation/feeder upgrades
at the University of Washington Seattle Campus.
There are several open questions and research directions
that we think are worth pursuing. For instance, we assume
a radial system congested at a single point and disregard the
downstream network. An interesting research direction is to
consider a more general network (e.g., meshed or radial with
multiple bottlenecks). Additionally, considering non-capacity
NWAs such as network reconfiguration techniques is an in-
teresting research direction. In this work, we focused on the
capacity problem and ignored important phenomena such as
power quality and transmission/distribution losses. More work
should be done to integrate these phenomena into the NWAs
planning problem. Regarding DER modeling, we believe that
an interesting research question is: how to incorporate real-
time control strategies and their performance into long-term
planning problems? Regarding computation, we believe that
research on how to increase the convergence and scalability
of decomposed large-scale problems would be valuable.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Stating that the function I˜(lp) can be equivalently written
as in (2) and as the optimization problem in (3) is equivalent
to stating that
δ∗ = CapEx(lp) (8)
where δ∗ is the solution to Problem (3) and CapEx(lp) is
defined by Eq. (1).
We prove Lemma by showing that Eq. (8) in in fact holds.
We start by noting that δ∗ = CapEx(lp) is a feasible solution
to Problem (3). Suppose that ǫ is a small positive number.
Then, the solution to Problem (3) cannot be δ = CapEx(lp)+ǫ
because it violates Constraint (3c). Since we assume that ρ is
positive, the objective value given by δ = CapEx(lp) − ǫ
is larger than the objective value given by δ∗. Since δ =
CapEx(lp) + ǫ is infeasible and δ = CapEx(lp) − ǫ is
suboptimal, the equality in (8) and Lemma 1 both hold. 
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Using (3), (6) can be written as
min
φi∈Φi
xi∈X i(φi)
{
y +min
δ∈∆
IW
(1 + ρ)δ
}
(9)
where y =
∑
i∈N
[
COi (xi) + I
NW
i (φi)
]
+CD(lp(x)) and ∆
denotes the set defined by the constraints in (3). Problem (9)
is equivalent to
min
φi∈Φi
xi∈X i(φi)
min
δ∈∆
{
y +
I
(1 + ρ)δ
}
. (10)
Problem (10) is a nested optimization problem that whose
inner variable is δ and its outer variables are xi and φi.
As shown in [63] the inner and outer variables can be
minimized simultaneously in a single min function. Thus (6)
is equivalent to (7) where (7d) implement the functions
lpa(x) = maxt∈T {la,t(x)} via half-planes. 
APPENDIX C
ROBUST FORMULATION OF THE NWAS PLANNING
PROBLEM
We write (7) in compact form as
min
x
c⊤x (11a)
s.t. Ax ≤ b (11b)
and assume that the uncertain parameters are contained in
A. We implement uncertainty in b by replacing the inequality
with A˜x˜ ≤ 0 where A˜ = [A,−b], x˜ = [x, π]⊤, and π = 1.
Let ai,j denote the i, j element of A. Suppose that ai,j is a
randomly distributed parameter with an unknown distribution
that takes on values in [a¯ij − aˆij , a¯ij + aˆij ]. Then, the robust
counterpart of (11) is
min
x, pi,j
zi, yj
c⊤x (12a)
s.t.
∑
j
ai,jxj + zi · Γi + pi,j ≤ bi ∀i (12b)
zi + pi,j ≥ aˆi,j · yj ∀i, j ∈ Ji (12c)
− yj ≤ xj ≤ yj ∀j (12d)
pi,j ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ Ji (12e)
yj ≥ 0 ∀j (12f)
zi ≥ 0 ∀i. (12g)
Here, the set Ji = {j|aˆi,j > 0} and Γi is allowed to take
on values in [0, |Ji|]. The parameter Γi adjusts the robustness
of the solution and is known as the protection level of the
ith constraint (Γi = |Ji| produces the most robust solution).
The interested reader is encouraged to consult [10] for a more
detailed explanation of (11) and its robust counterpart (12).
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APPENDIX D
DANTZIG-WOLFE DECOMPOSITION FOR THE NWAS
PLANNING PROBLEM
The NWA subproblems are given by
min
φi∈Φi
xi∈X i(φi)
COi (xi) + I
NW
i (φi) +
∑
a∈A
∑
t∈T
π1a,t · l
i
a,t(xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
penalty term
for all i ∈ N . The objective of subproblem i is composed
of the operation cost COi (xi), investment cost I
NW
i (φi),
and a term that penalizes the load lia,t(xi) by π
1
a,t. The
penalty coefficients π1a,t are the dual variables of the coupling
constraints (13b) in the master problem. The operating and
investment decisions must be in their respective set of feasible
solutions.
We write the master problem as
min
λk, δ
lp={lpa}a∈A
{
K∑
k=1
λk · C
prop
(k) + C
D(lp)+
I
(1 + ρ)δ
}
(13a)
s.t. lba,t +
K∑
k=1
λk · l
prop
a,t,(k) ≤ l
p
a (π
1
a,t) ∀ a ∈A, t ∈ T
(13b)
lpa ≤ l ∀ a < δ (13c)
0 ≤ δ ≤ |A| (13d)
K∑
k=1
λk = 1 (π
2) (13e)
λk ≥ 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . ,K (13f)
and its objective is to minimize the sum of three terms:
a convex combination of K cost proposals, peak demand
charges, and the present cost of capacity expansion. The kth
cost proposal is
C
prop
(k) =
∑
i∈N
COi (xi,(k)) + I
NW
i (φi,(k))
where xi,(k) and φi,(k) represent optimal operating and in-
vestment decisions, respectively, for the kth iteration. The
positive variables λk are the weights of each cost proposal. The
coupling constraints are (13b). We define the load proposals
as
l
prop
a,t,(k) =
∑
i∈N
lia,t(xi,(k)).
Constraints (13c) and (13d) originate from (7e) and (7f),
respectively. Finally, (13e) and (13f) ensure that the sum of
all λk’s equals one and that they are all non-negative. We
skip the detailed description of the well-known DWDA. The
interested reader is referred to [51] for an in-depth description
and an implementation of the DWDA.
When decomposing (7), the non-convex Constraint (7e) lies
in master problem. We solve the master problem by solving
|A|+1 linear problems. Let P(j) represent a function that sets
δ = j in (13) and solves for lp and λk. We solve P(j)∀j ∈ A
and select the smallest value of P. A concrete interpretation
of P(j) is that capacity expansion happens at year j and the
peak load limit l is enforced from year 1 through j. Note that
the function P involves solving a small-scale linear problem.
The number of variables in P is K + |A| where K is in the
order of a few hundred and |A| is close to 20.
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